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MANSAT LAUNCHES FREE PRELIMINARY REGULATORY REVIEWS AS ‘ONE STOP 

SHOP’ SERVICE FOR SPACE ENTREPRENEURS 
 

London, United Kingdom –21st September 2020 

 
In an industry first, ManSat has launched a new confidential and free service to help support 
space entrepreneurs decipher the many necessary regulations needed to successfully and legally 
operate in space: Preliminary Regulatory Reviews (PRRs). 
 
Determining a viable regulatory path for a space venture is crucial. The hardest thing about 
getting into space can be gaining permission. Without proper licensing, there is no launch, so 
working to meet the necessary regulations can often prove to be the longest lead time element 
in a space project. 
 
ManSat’s PRRs are confidential and free. They offer an unbiased perspective as a sounding board 
to ask questions about the necessary spectrum, its availability and the associated regulations and 
licensing procedures. 
 
An initial conversation can potentially reduce program cost, reduce program risk and offer peace 
of mind. Knowing and understanding the path ahead makes the regulatory journey transparent, 
understandable and navigable. 
 
ManSat advises and supports clients’ commercial space activities and scientific missions from 
day-to-day market access issues to strategic orbital and spectrum resource acquisitions. Our 
clients range from large global organisations to small businesses and start-ups. 
 
Whether you are facing regulatory challenges, don’t know where to start, or just have a burning 
question you’ve never dared to ask, book a slot with us. We’ll be happy to assist.   
 
For more information please contact Alexis Martin at amartin@mansat.com. 
 
 
ENDS 

About ManSat Limited: 



 
ManSat provides bespoke Consultancy services, supporting its clients in spectrum regulatory 
matters.  ManSat carries out satellite filings for Iceland and the Isle of Man under contract. 
Satellite filings are made to the International Telecommunications Union (ITU) in Geneva via the 
national administration.  ManSat also supports filing coordination, global market access and 
preparatory work towards WRC-23. 
 
For further information:  
Alexis Martin, Chief Consulting Officer, Tel.  +44 (0)7305 095988 
amartin@mansat.com 
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